Reading the river: 6 water features every paddler should
recognize
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Looking ahead and knowing what lies beneath are among the keys to reading a river from the seat of a canoe
or kayak. Some of the features will propel you forward. Others can trap and kill.
Letting the current do the work is among the perks of paddling down a river.
Give the arms a rest. Explore everchanging scenery of a leafy corridor that may meander past picnicworthy
sandbars and sunbathing turtles.
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The current is also among the perils.
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Get too distracted, or focus only on what's directly in front of the bow, and it's possible to get sucked into a
snag, lodged against a rock or stuck in a recirculating hole.

Some of the movingwater features are friendly. An eddy can serve as a stationary resting spot. Others, such as the recirculating hole, can kill.
That's why reading a river — knowing what to look for on the surface and what's going on below — can be as important as wearing a life jacket or
avoiding solo paddles.
The Mississippi River seemed nothing but benign on the August morning we met up with Ivan Bartha. An American Canoe Association certified
instructor/trainer since 2002 and director of experiential programming at St. Cloud State University's Outdoor Endeavors since 2005, Bartha already
had spent about 50 days on the water this summer.
The plan: Explore those river features, understand how they work and see how they're best navigated.
Bartha would demonstrate that last bit from the kayak he'd stashed in the inflatable raft we'd paddle from Heims Mill to Wilson Park.
That stretch, just under 2 river miles, includes a spot just downstream of the Sauk River that, in early spring, draws Twin Cities trick kayakers who test
their skills in swollen, frothy rapids.
When the water's high, the rapids catch some paddlers by surprise.
Outdoor Endeavors doesn't rent canoes or kayaks when the river's running faster than 10,000 cubic feet per second.
At the start of this venture, it was about 6,400 cfs and dropping. This year, the water ran high into July.
On Aug. 6, the trick kayaking spot was tame. Ducks had been resting on an exposed boulder. The feature that would spin a kayak barely set it turning.
"I like calling it the beltsander at this level because it's so low," Bartha said.
But no two days on a river are alike.
Features look and act differently depending upon the water level. Rainfall, snowmelt and flow adjustments at upstream dams all contribute. The trick
kayakers come out when it's running closer to 18,000 cfs. At that volume a socalled dream wave rises 7 to 9 feet.
Paddlers' experience level is another variable.
"Every time you go out on the river, it's going to be different. It's never going to be the same day two days in a row," Bartha said.
Get tossed from a canoe or kayak at the Sauk Rapids bridge and the next takeout point is Wilson Park on the left bank or Hester Park on the right.
"Preparation is No. 1," Bartha said. That applies to knowing the weather forecast, checking the water levels and route, gauging the group's experience
level, wearing a life jacket plus scanning what lies ahead on the water.

Knowing that water takes the path of least resistance explains most river hazards. It explains why the current is strongest on a curve's outside bank.
Why water rushes around submerged rocks. Why slackwater exists behind those same rocks.
Eric Altena, Little Fallsbased area fisheries supervisor, helped explain the hydrology. He's been involved in stream work since the mid1980s and has
had training in fluvial geomorphology — the study of rivers in their natural and altered state.
"You should always be aware of what's coming up around the bend," Altena said.
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Features of the water:
Strainers
The feature: The first visible river hazard reached into the water just upstream from our putin point where the Sauk empties into the Mississippi. An
overhanging tree, while excellent for fish habitat, has the potential to catch and hold paddlers who become pushed against the obstruction.
"They play a valuable role in overall stream form and function," said Eric Altena, Minnesota Department of Natural Resources area fisheries
supervisor. Water moves away from the obstruction at a 45degree angle, leaving a downstream scour that gives fish a place to feed and rest.
The danger: Get trapped in a strainer, and it's difficult to break free. Water weighs 8 pounds a gallon. That's a lot of pressure, even with volume as low
as 200 cfs.
The solution: Attempt to avoid it by backpaddling and maneuvering around. It's better to bail out than to get trapped underneath.
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Pillow rocks
The feature: What appears as a silksmooth pillow rising from the river is really water sheeting over a rock just under the surface. The slope forces the
water to pick up speed as it flows over the top. "It's just like putting water through a fire hose," said Eric Altena, Minnesota Department of Natural
Resources area fisheries supervisor.
The danger: Hit it, and risk damaging canoe or kayak. Hit it at the wrong angle and risk capsizing.
The solution: Be alert and aim to avoid. Skilled paddlers may use the increased velocity on either side of the rock to their advantage, picking up a bit of
speed.
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Eddies
The feature: Slackwater spots on the downstream side of a boulder or other currentdisruptor can appear ruffled where the current heads upstream
for a bit. Each bend in a river creates an area with a tighter radius, places where the current folds around objects. The same thing happens when a
cluster of rocks or stand of trees breaks the velocity. Eddy lines are created by the current differentials.
The benefit: The friendliest of river features, slackwater spots on the downstream side of a boulder or other currentdisruptor, it can be a place to get
out of the current for a bit of a standstill.
On the Mississippi, eddies also are good places to catch walleye, smallmouth bass, northern pike and channel catfish.
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Upstream, downstream Vs
The feature: An upstreampointing "V" indicates a submerged object, most often a rock. It's indicated by a parting of the current.
The danger: Hit that submerged rock sideways, and a boat might flip.
The solution: Get stuck against a rock, and the best bet is to lean downstream. The downstreampointing "V" shows the best path between objects
Standing waves
The feature: From the rock island a stone's throw from the St. Cloud shore is an extended series of alternating waves and holes. The waves have a
shallower angle and don't recirculate as much. On the Mississippi River just downstream from the Sauk, granite ledges and outcrops help to speed the
currents, which then form waves.
The benefit: Faced with a series of waves and holes, it's best to navigate through the waves.
The solution: "When you go through a wave, you're just going to ride it out," canoeing instructor Ivan Bartha said.
Recirculating holes
The feature: Water comes off a steep angle and recirculates, making it look as if it's piling back on itself. When the river's higher, that recirculating
water produces a big foam pile.
The danger: Underwater, it's like being in a frontloading washing machine. Our last stop, a concrete apron on the Sauk River in Whitney Park, is
always a peril — one that Ivan Bartha recommends portaging around. While the drop is only about 2 feet, the resulting recirculating hole can trap a
boat and drown its occupant.
The solution: Go through a hole, and you'll need all the momentum you can muster.
Low water levels made demonstration difficult on the Mississippi, but even at this level the kayak turned on its own.
Because a water molecule cannot be crushed, paddling through froth has less of an effect. To get out, Bartha paddled harder on the downstream side.
"Trying to paddle aerated water is almost impossible," Bartha said
More to come
We're working on a more comprehensive, graphicenhanced version of this story to appear before next spring's paddling season. With at least six
weeks of Minnesota river paddling remaining, we wanted to get this pareddown version in circulation.

Follow Ann Wessel on Twitter @AnnWessel.
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